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ABOUT US

KYOTOGRAPHIE, held in spring in the ancient city of Kyoto, is one of the most important international artistic events in Japan.
While honoring its millennium of history and tradition,
Kyoto has also a leading position in the promotion of culture at an international scale.
A vast range of photography is exhibited in historic buildings as well as modern architectural spaces.
Some shows feature the work of traditional artisans, while others highlight collaborations with the most modern technology.
The exhibitions are presented outside the traditional gallery format and are designed in harmony with the spaces
in which they are conceived. The exhibitions are presented together with a large public and education program.

Background:
The 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami was a vivid reminder of the need for solid platforms for communication
and cultural exchanges between Japan and the rest of the world. Japanese camera and printing technology is legendary,
but Japanese photographers still often go unnoticed and undervalued in Japan.
KYOTOGRAPHIE seeks to explore issues that affect us all through photography while showcasing emerging
and established talents in Kyoto, a city of both tradition and innovation.
In this effort we have benefited from the assistance of numerous corporations, organizations and individuals,
as well as the City and prefectural and national institutions. Without their support,
KYOTOGRAPHIE would not be possible and we want to express our gratitude for their continuing commitment.
Today, we are proud to be able to present our 5th edition and are looking forward to sharing this new original selection in Kyoto.
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KYOTOGRAPHIE 6th Edition Theme:

UP

Our theme for 2018 is “ UP. ” In today ʼ s world it is easy to feel
burdened, pulled down by the issues we face personally and as a
global community. In 2018, KYOTOGRAPHIE invites you to look
around, to look inside, in order to better look UP and trigger new
personal and collective impetus towards ourselves and each other, to
change our world through awareness, action and creation.
O u r h o p e i s t h at v i s i tors e n c o u n te r U P i n t h e va r i o u s for m s
presented in KYOTOGRAPHIE 2018 and engage with these diverse
values, in turn changing mindsets and going UP in our own way!
KYOTOGRAPHIE Founders & Co-Executive Directors
Lucille Reyboz & Yusuke Nakanishi

© 2017 Nao Ogino
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KYOTOGRAPHIE 2018 ARTISTS
Number of Artists: 15
Number of countries represented: 6
Number of Exhibitions: 15
1. Lauren Greenfield / U.S.A.
Kyoto Shimbun Newspaper Headquarters B1, Former Printing
Factory
2. Tomomi Morita / Japan
Horikawa Oike Gallery 1F
3. Tadashi Ono / Japan
Horikawa Oike Gallery 2F
4. Frank Horvat / France
presented by CHANEL NEXUS HALL

8. Romuald Hazoumè / Benin
Kondaya Genbei Kurogura
9. Stephen Shames / U.S.A.
FUJII DAIMARU BLACK STORAGE

KYOTO MAKERS GARAGE
15-C. K-NARF / France
MATSUSHIMA HOLDINGS CO.,LTD.

10. Exibition presented by Ruinart
(TBC)
11. Izumi Miyazaki / Japan
ASPHODEL

SHIMADAI GALLERY KYOTO
12. Yukio Nakagawa / Japan
5. Claude Dityvon/ France

south wall
15-B. K-NARF / France

Ryosokuin (Kenninji Temple)

Associated Program
16. Mika Ninagawa / Japan
Museum "Eki" KYOTO
17. Jacques Henri Lartigue / France
Hosomi Museum

NTT WEST Sanjyo Collaboration Plaza
6. Jean-Paul Goude / France
presented by BMW
with a special CHANEL × GOUDE highlight
The Museum of Kyoto Annex

13. Gideon Mendel / South Africa
presented by FUJIFILM

18. Issei Suda / Japan
Gallery SUGATA

Sazanga-Kyu (Former Icehouse)
14. Alberto García-Alix / Spain
Sazanga-Kyu(Former Ice Factory)

19. Noriko Hayashi / Japan
Kyoto Museum for World Peace, Ritsumeikan University

7. Masahisa Fukase / Japan
Kondaya Genbei Chikuin-no-Ma

15-A. K-NARF / France
The First Central Municipal Wholesale Market, Bldg No. 10, 11
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L auren Gree nfie ld

G E N E R AT I O N W E A LT H

VENUE

Kyoto Shimbun Newspap er Headqu arters
B 1 , Forme r Prin t in g Fa c tor y

［from left］
Mijanou, 18, who was voted Best Physique at Beverly Hills High School, skips class to go to the beach with friends on the annual Senior Beach Day, Santa Monica, California, 1994, Lauren Greenfield/INSTITUTE
Xue Qiwen, 43, in her Shanghai apartment, decorated with furniture from her favorite brand, Versace, 2005, Lauren Greenfield/INSTITUTE
Ilona at home with her daughter, Michelle, 4, Moscow, 2012, Lauren Greenfield/INSTITUTE
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Generation Wealth brings to fruition twenty-five years of in-

it,” even if you go broke trying.

Florian Homm’s discovery of the meaning of life after losing
everything; in the peace the spendthrift Kathy finds living by

quiry into what I call “the influence of affluence.” Since 1992,
when I began my first book, Fast Forward: Growing Up in the

In this work, I have examined the shift away from traditional

the sea, even though she had to become homeless to experience

Shadow of Hollywood, I’ve been asking questions about the

virtues—modesty, thrift, social responsibility—toward a culture

it; and in the real social change enacted by Iceland’s citizens

culture of materialism, the cult of celebrity, and the growing

that admires bling and self-indulgence. I’ve been interested in

after they had the largest banking collapse in economic history.

phenomenon of status based on appearance and self-presenta-

the psychology behind our desire to acquire, our striving to be

Even time-share mogul David Siegel, who tried to build the big-

tion. The concept of this project began to come together after

other than we are. Extending beyond girls’ insecurities about

gest house in America, admits at the end of my film The Queen

the 2008 financial crisis, when I realized that all the stories I

body image, which I explored in my 2002 book Girl Culture,

of Versailles that he regretted pursuing his grand ambitions

had documented were part of a larger narrative—a morality tale

I have documented this striving among the poor in a culture

through frantic borrowing, calling it “a vicious cycle.” Implicat-

in which we were all implicated.

that worships wealth, among the aging in a society that idolizes

ing himself and us, he adds, “No one is without guilt.”

youth, even among the people of Russia and China, who now
While I call this work Generation Wealth, it isn’t simply about

also seek status achieved through luxury brands, rejecting the

the wealthy. It’s about our increasing aspiration for wealth,

communist ideology that attempted to erase class distinctions.

which is at the same time becoming a more and more unreal-

It seems not surprising, at this point in time, that Trump—a

istic goal for many. Today we have a greater concentration of

flashy reality-TV star and real estate developer who may be the

wealth in the hands of a few than ever before, with less social

apotheosis of “Generation Wealth”—has been elected leader of

mobility for everyone else. The American Dream once meant

the free world.

that through hard work each of us had an equal opportunity
to do well. Now that dream has metastasized into unattain-

What I learned from the truth tellers on these walls is that

able fantasy. “People want to live in Mar-a-Lago with Donald

chasing wealth is ultimately unsatisfying. As former Wall

Trump,” social critic Chris Hedges tells us in an interview for

Street trader Sam Polk tells us, it’s an addiction like any oth-

this project. Keeping up with the Joneses has become Keeping

er. Although this journey has sometimes felt like witnessing

up with the Kardashians. And if you don’t have money, as the

the decline of Western civilization, there are glimpses of hope

rapper Future explains, the strategy is to “fake it till you make

in the knowledge gained along the way: in fugitive financier
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Tomomi Morit a

S a n r i z u k a –T h e n a n d N o w–

VENUE

Horikawa Oike Gallery 1F

［from left］
Tenjinmine, Narita, Chiba, 2017 ©Tomomi Morita
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Tom om i Mor i t a
Jap a n

KG+ 2017 Award Selection, Former Junpu Elementary School
Find the history and the future alone, Kyoto University of Art
and Design Kyoto University of Art and Design Degree show,
Selected Work Exhibition Kyoto University of Art and Design

Tomomi Morita

Degree show

Born in Kyoto 1994

2015

Lives and works in Kyoto and Tokyo.

KYOTO KYOTO KYOTO..., a peu pres, Kyoto

Contemporary Art and Photography course, Kyoto University of

Triangle, K - Arts Gallery, Korea National University of Arts,

Art and Design 2013 -2017

Seoul Exhibition of KUAD Festival, Kyoto University of Art and

Inter Media Art major, Tokyo University of the Arts 2017 - 2019

Design, Kyoto

Solo Exhibitions 2017

2014

Rivers and Cities, Sumida AIR 2017, Residence Program, CU-

Interaction, The Site of Fujihira Pottery, Kyoto

ATRO, Tokyo

Uryuuyama?, GALLERY. BIXKO KITCHEN R, Kyoto University

Two Rivers, KG+ 2017 Award KYOTOGRAPHIE Satellite Event,

of Art and Design

Former Junpu Elementary School
2016

Bibliography

Sky Access, Anewal Gallery, Kyoto

Michiko Ishimure “Hanabira Kuyo” Heibonsha 2017

Group Exhibitions 2017
KEI-KA-TEN, Tokyo University of the Arts
ATLAS 2017, The University Art Museum (The Toride Annex),
Tokyo University of the Arts
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Ta da shi O no

C OA S TA L M O T I F S

VENUE

Horikawa Oike Gallery 2F

[from left]
COASTAL MOTIFS, 2017-2018(#9183, Ofunato, Iwate-prefecture) © Tadashi Ono / Villa Kujoyama
© Tadashi Ono / Villa Kujoyama
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Ta d a s h i O n o
Jap a n
Tadashi ONO
Born in Tokyo, live and works in Arles and Paris.
After studying ecology and botany at the Shinshu University
in Nagano, Tadashi Ono is a graduate of the École Nationale
Supérieure de la Photographie in Arles, of which he is professor since 2017.
His photographic works seek to question modern civilization
through attentive observation of built environment and its his-

Besides the work as artist, he also participated, in the role of
guest curator, in Photoquai 2009, the Musée du Quai Branly's
photography biennial in Paris, and in 2012, he was nominator/
curator of the “Discovery Award” at the Rencontres Internationales de la photographie d’Arles.
He is laureate (in duo with Julien Guinand) and resident of the
Villa Kujoyama in Kyoto, in 2017.

tory. He has been working since 2011 on the transformation of
the landscape in Tohoku region, devastated by the great tsunami, as well as the representation of public park after the protest
mouvement in 2013 at Gezi Park, Istanbul.
His works are exhibited, among other places, at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, the National Museum of Modern
Art, Tokyo and the Rencontres Internationales de la Photographie d’Arles.
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Frank Hor vat

Fr a n k H o r va t P h o t o E x h i b i t i o n U n m o m e n t d ’u n e f e m m e
presented by CHANEL NEXUS HALL
VENUE

S H I M A DA I GA L L E RY K YOTO

［from left］
Frank Horvat, From the series "Very Similar", Claude, 1984 © Frank Horvat
Frank Horvat, Quai du Louvre, couple, 1955, Paris, France © Frank Horvat
Frank Horvat, For “STERN”, shoes and Eiffel Tower, 1974, Paris, France © Frank Horvat
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Frank Horvat brought a new dimension to fashion photography in the
1950s, and is recognized as one of the most influential photographers
supporting the golden age of the genre. This exhibition will be the first
full-scale, solo exhibition of his works in Japan; focusing mainly on
“women” it will include many of his representative works particularly
in fashion, together with his early journalistic works and private
projects. (The exhibition is a traveling exhibition from Chanel Nexus
Hall [Schedule: January 17 – February 18, 2018])

Fra n k Hor vat
France
Born on April 28, 1928, in Opatija (then Italy, now Croatia),
Frank Horvat currently lives and works in France. He is best
known for his fashion photography, published between the
mid 1950s and late 1980s. His artistic oeuvre also includes
portrait, landscape and nature photography, photojournalism
and sculpture. He has traveled extensively and is fluent in four
languages. In the end of 1980s, he produced a major book of
interviews with such fellow photographers as Édouard Boubat,
Robert Doisneau, Sarah Moon, Don McCullin, Helmut Newton,
and Marc Riboud. In the early 1990s, Horvat was one of the
first to experiment with digital photography. In 2011, he published his first iPad app, Horvatland. He is the father of five
children and grandfather of ten grandchildren.
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C laude Di t y von

M a i 1 9 6 8 : L a r é a l i t é a r ê vé

VENUE

N T T W E ST Sa n jyo Co ll ab orat ion Pl a za

［from left］
9 mai, boulevard Saint-Michel, Daniel Cohn-Bendit
10 mai, boulevard Saint-Michel, manifestation
23 mai, place Saint-Michel
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C lau d e D i t y von
Franc e

Native of La Rochelle, Claude Dityvon (1937-2008) receives the

published the same year every day for a month in Le Monde

prize Niépce in 1970 and joint-creates in 1972 the Agence Viva,

newspaper, Claude Dityvon is also recognized by his peers as

which he will manage until 1980 with his wife Chris. Steeped

one of the French major photographers of the XXth century for

with literature and cinema since his teenage years, Dityvon de-

the quality and wealth of his important work shown in more

velops very early a rigour and an absolute mastery in the inven-

than 200 personal exhibitions.

tion of his images where the anecdote and the easy effect never

Themes approached by Claude Dityvon are as varied as shan-

find a place.

ty towns, miners, cities, peasant world, world of work, night,

Closer to those of the American School (Walker Evans, Eugene

sport, canals of the North, cinema, comic strips,... with always

Smith, Robert Frank) than the "decisive moment" of Carti-

mankind as the central subject.

er-Bresson, the photos of Dityvon are each read as a permanent

(Quated from Claude Dityvon'swebsite)

act of re-creation of the reality, a suspended moment where the

		

author projects his own subjectivity and invites the spectator
to do the same.
Known to the general public for his images of May 1968 exhibited in 1998 at the Museum Guggenheim of New York and

15

Jean- Paul Goude

S o Fa r S o G o u d e
presented by BMW with a special CHANEL × GOUDE highlight

06

VENUE

T h e M u s e u m o f Ky o t o A n n e x

［from left］
Tribute to Chanel Jewelry : Fire, Goudemalion a retrospective, Les Arts Décoratifs, Paris, 2012 © Jean-Paul Goude
Ryūichi Nakamoto, Kenzo x H&M, cut-up transparency, Paris, 2016 © Jean-Paul Goude
Grace revised and updated, painted photo, New York, 1978 © Jean-Paul Goude
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– an illustrated biography by Thomas Cadenne and Alexandre

Curiously, at a time when images and digital techniques pro-

Franc – and Goudemalion (in French and English).

vide all the transformations and manipulations you could want

The latter accompanied an enormously successful retrospec-

with a simple click, and even though he obviously makes excel-

tive at the Musèe des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, which was fol-

lent use of such means, Goude would never abandon pen and

Expressing himself for over 40 years now through drawings,

lowed by another at the Théâtre de la Photo et de l’Image in

pencil and continues to draw, as precisely as possible, every

posters, photography, films, videos or events, Jean-Paul Goude

Nice (2014) and a group show entitled “Image Makers” at the

one of his projects. It is this obstinately graphic dimension of

has always impressed, in every sense of the word, our imagi-

Museum Design Site in Tokyo with David Lynch, Bob Wilson

his work that attracted M, le magazine du Monde, when they

nation.

and Noritaka Tatehana.

gave him carte blanche for three months in 2014, or Vogue for

From the “minets” (adolescent playboys) of the ’60s to the leg-

Others would maybe have taken advantage of these well de-

their Christmas issue of the same year. One of his most recent

endary Esquire Magazine in the following decade, from the New

served tributes to rest a while on their laurels, but not Jean-

exploits was the hypnotic scenography created in January 2015

York of Warhol and cultural hybrids to Grace Jones (to whom

Paul Goude, for whom living is creating and who cannot stop

for the Schiaparelli Haute Couture show in the courtyard of the

he played Pygmalion), from the spectacular French Revolution

fleshing out the images that inhabit his mind, whether this

Hotel d’Evreux.

bicentenary parade in Paris in 1989 to the celebration of “style

happens through his advertising work for Chanel, Kenzo, Guer-

One last observation (essential for understanding the sense

beur”, and from Kodak or Chanel advertising to variations on

lain, Vionnet or Shisheido, or through regular contributions

of his untiring activity and the enormous success it’s had):

Laetitia Casta, Goude has always managed to capture the mood,

to magazines like Harper’s Bazaar, Vanity Fair, l’Officiel, V or

Goude’s work, which by its very nature is “commissioned”, is

or spirit of the time in a definitive form.

Paper Magazine.

for him merely another aspect of a deeply individual adventure,

And it is the richness and intelligence of all this work that a

Some of the metamorphoses that Goude has worked on iconic

a pathway (signposted by encounters with and exaltation of fe-

series of epochal books and exhibitions have been highlight-

figures in the fashion world (Nicolas Ghesquières, Ricardo Tis-

male figures along the way) that’s grown into a sort of personal

ing since 2005, including the publication of Tout Goude, bi-

ci, Jean-Paul Gaultier, Karl Lagerfeld, Azzedine Alaia, Christian

mythology. Life and work are impossible to separate for Goude,

ographical summation and artistic manifesto, in France, Italy,

Lacroix…) and show business (Mariah Carey, Katie Perry, Oprah

which incidentally gives his oeuvre a very particular imprint

the UK and the United States, followed in 2009 by Chronique

Winfrey, Pharrell Williams, Scarlett Johansson, Pedro Almodo-

and elevates it above mere images.

d’une image (tracing over a decade of work for Galeries Lafay-

var or Kim Kardashian, whose photo enflamed the web) have

(Jean-Paul Goude by Patrick Mauriès, 2015.)

ette), and in 2011 by Jean-Paul Goude, la jungle des images

become impressed in our collective memory.

Je a n -Pau l G o ude
Franc e
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M a sah i sa Fuka s e

P L AY

VENUE

Kondaya Genbei Chikuin-no-Ma

［from left］
Masahisa Fukase, BUKUBUKU, 1991 © Masahisa Fukase Archives, courtesy of Michael Hoppen Gallery in London
Masahisa Fukase, A GAME, 1983 © Masahisa Fukase Archives, courtesy of Michael Hoppen Gallery in London
Masahisa Fukase, RAVENS: Noctambulant Flight, 1980 © Masahisa Fukase Archives, courtesy of Michael Hoppen Gallery in London
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Masahisa Fukase has continued to draw international attention in
recent years, with his legendary 1986 photobook Raven, republished
from the UK publisher MACK this year, and instantly hard to come by.
After being severely impaired in bar accident 1992, he failed to create
a new series, and passed away in 2012. Fukase’s work poses universal
questions such as “who am I?” and “what is photography?”. In
addition to his portrait works, the exhibition will present a selection of
his abstract works including “HIBI” in which Fukase applied paint to
photographs, as well as his influential “BEROBERO” series, along with
a selection of rare vintage prints. This exhibition marks the first posthumus retrospective in Japan of one of Japan’s leading photographers,
who even after his death continues to inspire future generations with
an overwhelming sense of power.

Ma sah i sa Fu ka se
Jap an

Born 1934, Hokkaido, Japan.
Died 2012, Tokyo, Japan.
Immersed in photography from his earliest days—his father
had a portrait studio—Masahisa Fukase began as a documentary photographer for magazines before developing his own
profoundly introspective oeuvre. In 1992 Fukase suffered an
accident that kept him in intensive care until his death in 2012.
His 1986 book Karasu (Raven), in which the dark birds are a
metaphor of his solitude since his former wife Yoko left him,
was universally acclaimed. Masahisa Fukase’s work was a great
success in the United States and in Europe. His work was shown
in the West for the first time in 1974, in New York, as part of
MoMA’s historic New Japanese Photography exhibition, and
has since been exhibited in exhibitions all over the world. He
has published many important books including Family (1991),
Memories of Father (1991) and Bukubuku (2004).
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Rom u ald Ha zou mè

O n t h e R o a d t o Po r t o - N o vo

VENUE

Kondaya Genbei Kurogura

［from left］
Romuald Hazoumè, Aladé, 2016 © Romuald Hazoumè. Courtesy October Gallery, London.
Romuald Hazoumè, Croissant de lune, 2004 © Romuald Hazoumè. Courtesy October Gallery, London.
Romuald Hazoumè, Pied a terre, 2004 © Romuald Hazoumè. Courtesy October Gallery, London.
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One of Africa’s foremost contemporary artists, Romuald
Hazoumè (b. 1962. Benin) received the prestigious Arnold
Bode Award at documenta 12 (2007). In centuries past, Benin played a critical role in the bitter history of international
slave-trading, and Hazoumè’s work reflects on the way legacies
of such historically assymetric power relations survive into the
present. This exhibition presents two series of photographic
works and installations, which operate as metaphors of African place, history and identity. One photographic series documents the incredible realities of a network of petrol-trafficking
that keeps Benin’s vehicles fuelled and her struggling economy
afloat. A second series portrays another world entirely. Here,
colourfully costumed masqueraders incarnate Egungun ancestor figures, in a voodoo performance ritual showering blessings upon individuals, families and communities alike. This
represents Hazoumè’s first solo exhibition of work in Japan.

Romu ald Hazo umè

His powerful exhibition Made in Porto-Novo, London, 2009,

B en in

generated press interest from the BBC and The Financial Times.

Romuald Hazoumè was born in 1962 in Porto Novo, in the

graphs, masks, canvases and installations.

Republic of Benin. Hazoumè’s work first came to prominence
in the U.K. with the inclusion of his witty, tongue-in-cheek
“masks” in the Saatchi Gallery’s Out of Africa show, in 1992.
Since then his work has been widely shown in many of the major galleries and museums in Europe and beyond, including the
British Museum, the Guggenheim, Bilbao, the Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris, ICP, New York, the Victoria &Albert Museum,

Prolific in a wide range of media, Hazoumè creates photoIn his photographs, slavery is the recurrent theme. Not the
historical slavery of the dominant western power in search
of cheap labour, but more modern equivalents. Hazoumè focuses upon the Beninese men forced to ferry contraband petrol between Nigerian sources and their Beninese consumers.
Estimates suggest that 90% of all fuel used in Benin passes
through these black-market channels known locally as Kpayo.

London.

His photographic series exposes an undercover system of gross

Winner in 2007, of the Arnold Bodé Prize (documenta 12, Kas-

or creating witty portraits, his work documents the diversity of

sel, Germany),the stellar trajectory of Hazoumé’s rise during
these past fifteen years has catapulted him into the first rank
of the international artistic community, marking him out as
unique amongst other African contemporary artists.

exploitation. Whether confronting the legacy of the slave trade
African life today. His work was exhibited at the Queensland
Art Gallery, Australia and the Gerisch Foundation, Germany,
in 2010 and his new solo exhibition which opened February
2011 continues until May at IMMA, Ireland. Two new, major
catalogues were produced for the latter exhibitions.
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Stephen S ha me s

Po we r t o t h e Pe o p l e

VENUE

FUJII DAIMARU BLACK STORAGE

[from left]
Stephen Shames, Demonstration in front of the New Haven County Courthouse during Bobby Seale, Ericka Huggins trial, May 1st 1970 © Stephen Shames / Steven Kasher Gallery
Stephen Shames, Panthers on Parade, Oakland, July 28th 1968 © Stephen Shames / Steven Kasher Gallery
Stephen Shames,George Jackson funeral at St. Augustineʼs Church in Oakland, August 28th 1971 © Stephen Shames / Steven Kasher Gallery
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“We want freedom” and “We want justice” –The “Black Panthers” was a political organization founded in 1966 by African Americans in the state of California, which operated under
the Ten-Point Program of declarations and beliefs. Against a
backdrop of persistent racial discrimination and unwarranted
incidents of violence, the Black Panthers had stood up together
in pursuit of freedom, justice, and their inherent dignity as human beings. Stephen Shames was a student at the time and had
established a friendly relationship with its members including
co-founder Bobby Seale, and being granted free access to all of
the party’s sections, had captured the whole scope of their activities through photographs. “Power to the People” transcends
the mere framework of documentary, and is a valuable series
of work that captures the essence of this social movement that
had also served to influence both music and culture.

Step h en S h a m es
U. S. A .
Stephen Shames, born 1947, in Cambridge, Massachusetts,is
an American photojournalist who for over 50 years has used his
photography to raise awareness of social issues, with a particular focus on child poverty, solutions to child poverty, and race.
He testified about child poverty to the United States Senate in
1986. Shames was named a Purpose Prize Fellow in 2010 by
Encore.org for his work helping AIDS orphans and former child
soldiers in Africa as founder of the Stephen Shames Foundation.
As Lewis Hine, Jacob Riis, Marion Post Wolcott, he is considered as photographers whose work promotes social change.
Stephen Shames is the author of nine photography book monographs.
Stephen Shames is represented by Steven Kasher Gallery, New
York.
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E xhi bi t i on pre s e nted by Ru in ar t
Artist will be annouced on March 9th.
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Izumi Miya z aki

VENUE

ASPHODEL

［from left］
Izumi Miyazaki, pan, 2013 © 2013 IzumiMiyazaki
Izumi Miyazaki, riceball mountain, 2016 © 2016 IzumiMiyazaki
Izumi Miyazaki, haircut, 2016 © 2016 IzumiMiyazaki
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Izumi Miyazaki started taking photographs after casually joining a
photography club in high school. She has come to attract international
attention for her work made while at university. Miyazaki uses
juxtaposition to create humorous and dramatic scenes, blending
landscapes and familiar objects with images of herself, through these
collages we gain insight into a fresh world. The exhibition brings both
new and recent works by the 1994-born artist who continues to gain
popularity overseas with previous features in US’s Time magazine and
the French magazine Libération.

Izu m i Miya z aki
Jap am
Born in 1994, Izumi Miyazaki is a Japanese photographer who
just graduated from the prestigious Musashino Art University
in Tokyo. She uses the web as a platform for sharing her many
self-portraits. With a classic bob haircut, fine black hair, and a
dark look in the eyes of her doll face from which emotions have
been erased, her portraits are anything but
conventional, playing the codes of Life 2.0. Rather than showing
her alone, her photographs tend, thanks to the wonders of Photoshop, to show her accompanied by clones of herself, in myriad
forms. Confessing a liking for Magritte, Alex Prager, TV series
and fashion magazines, she enjoys creating poetic and moving
scenes. Some describe her works as fresh and singular; others, as
haunting and surrealistic; others still say that her gaze forms the
eyes of Generation C (communication, connexion, creativity, collaboration, crisis). Who knows finally? What is sure is that the
photographer, both cute and cruel, surprises and fascinates...
Her pictures have been exhibited at Wild Project Gallery in Luxembourg in 2016.
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Yuki o Nakagawa

VENUE

R y o s o k u i n ( K e n n i n j i Te m p l e )

[from left]
Yukio Nakagawa, Sacred Book, 1994 © Nakagawa Yukio
Yukio Nakagawa, Clenched Fists, 1969 © Nakagawa Yukio
Yukio Nakagawa, Somebody Comes…, 1985 © Nakagawa Yukio
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Yukio Nakagawa was born in 1918, and after leaving the Ikenobo (the
oldest and largest school of Ikebana - Japanese flower arrangement),
presented unique and avant-garde works that transcended the
boundaries of schools and surpassed the concepts of Ikebana,
continuing to engage in his creative practice until his death in 2012.
Atsunobu Katagiri succeeded the professional name of master of the
Misasagi ikebana school at the age of 24. His arrangement style varies
from the traditional to contemporary art approaches, also creating
works in homage to Nakagawa whom he greatly respects. In addition
to presenting Nagakawa’s photographic works and calligraphy, the
exhibition at the Ryosokuin (Kenninji Temple) features an installation
in which Katagiri creates an arrangement of flowers in a glass sculpture
by Nakagawa. The exhibition can be described as Katagiri’s praise and
celebration of Nakagawa, who through earnestly confronting flowers,
had continued to pursue what real freedom is.

Yu ki o Nakagawa
Jap an
Born in Marugame, Kagawa, Japan in 1918.
As his aunt belonged to the Ikenobo School of Ikebana (flower
arrangement), Nakagawa was familiar with the art. A collection of
works that Nakagawa sent to ‘Ikebana Geijutsu’ magazine in 1949 was
commended by landscape architect SHIGEMORI Mirei, and Nakagawa
subsequently joined Shigemori’s ikebana research group ‘Hakutosha.’
Nakagawa left Ikenobo School in 1951. After he moved to Tokyo in
1956, he did not belong to any organization or school, and pursued
ikebana on his own without taking any disciple. His solo exhibition
entitled ‘Karaku’ held in Ginza in 1984 was well received. Along with
his avant-garde and revolutionary approach to flowers, the artist created glassworks and calligraphy. Under photographer DOMON Ken’s
tutelage, he also took photographs.
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Gideon Mendel
D r o w n i n g Wo r l d
p r e s e n t e d b y F UJ I F I L M
VENUE

S a z a n g a - Ky u ( Fo r m e r I c e h o u s e )

［from left］
Gideon Mendel, Home on White Wing Lane, Memorial neighbourhood, Houston, Texas, USA, September 2017 © Gideon Mendel / Drowning World
Gideon Mendel, Victor and Hope America, Igbogene, Bayelsa State, Nigeria, November 2012© Gideon Mendel / Drowning World
Gideon Mendel, Francisca Chagas dos Santos, Taquari District, Rio Branco, Brazil. March 2015 © Gideon Mendel / Drowning World
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Drowning World explores the human dimension of climate
change by focusing on floods across geographical and cultural
boundaries. Photographing in thirteen different countries over
the last ten years Gideon Mendel has explored the personal
impact of flooding in landscapes where life has been suddenly
turned upside down and normality suspended. His images,
spanning multiple narrative series, (including portraiture,
video and found photographs) evoke our shared vulnerability
to global warming and question our sense of stability in the
world.

Mendel’s earliest work from South Africa is highlighted in the

Gideon Mendel
S o u t h Af r ic a

Recognized as one of the world’s leading contemporary photographers, Mendel’s intimate style of image-making and longterm commitment to projects has earned him international acclaim. Born in Johannesburg in 1959, he studied Psychology
and African History at the University of Cape Town. He began
photographing in the 1980s, during the final years of apartheid. It was his work as a “struggle photographer” during this
period that first brought his work to global attention.
In the early 1990s he moved to London, continuing to respond
to global social issues, with a major focus on HIV/AIDS, particularly in Africa but expanding worldwide during the last twenty years. The concluding chapter, Through Positive Eyes, is a
collaborative project where Mendel’s role shifts from photographer to enabler, passing the camera to HIV-positive people.
Mendel has worked for many leading magazines, including
National Geographic, Geo, and The Guardian Weekend Magazine. His first book, A Broken Landscape: HIV & AIDS in Africa,

Rise and Fall of Apartheid touring exhibition, curated by Okwui Enwezor. His new project, entitled Dzhangal, an‘anti-photographic’ response to the global refugee crisis has recently
shown at Autograph in London and the book is published by
GOSTBooks.
Since 2007, Mendel has been working on Drowning World,
his widely acclaimed art and advocacy project about flooding
that is his personal response to climate change. Solo shows of
Drowning World have been shown at many galleries and public
installations around the word, most recently at Les Recontres
de la Photographie in Arles.
Amongst many accolades, Mendel has won the Eugene Smith
Award for Humanistic Photography, six World Press Photo
Awards, first prize in the Pictures of the Year competition, a
POY Canon Photo Essayist Award, and the Amnesty International Media Award for Photojournalism. In 2015 he was shortlisted for the Prix Pictet Award (Disorder) for Drowning World.
In 2016 he was the first recipient of The Pollock-Krasner Foundation’s “Pollock Prize for Creativity” and also received the
Jury Prize of the 2016 Greenpeace Photo Award.

was published in 2001. Since then he has produced a number
of photographic advocacy projects, working with prominent
NGOs, including The Global Fund, Médecins Sans Frontières,
Treatment Action Campaign, Action Aid, the Terrene Higgins
Trust, UNICEF, Christian Aid, and Concern Worldwide.
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A lb er to Garc ía -Ali x

IRREDUCTIBLES

VENUE

S a z a n g a - Ky u ( Fo r m e r I c e Fa c t o r y )

［from left］
Autorretrato con chaleco, 1989 © Alberto García-Alix
Dos Ladies, 1988 © Alberto García-Alix
El Cristo de Utrera, 1988 © Alberto García-Alix
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A lb e r to Ga rcí a-A li x
Sp ai n
Alberto García-Alix was born on March 22, 1956, in León,
Spain. When he was eleven years he moved with his family to
live in Madrid, where he currently resides. His first negatives
date back to 1976. At the beginning of the eighties he made

working with the Juana de Aizpuru Gallery in Spain and the

as the National Museum of Art Reina Sofía (Spain); Fonds Na-

Kamel Mennour Gallery in France.

tionales d’Art Contemporain (France) and Deutsche Börse (Germany), among others.

Between 2003 and 2006 he lived in Paris where he created a
video trilogy alternating photographic and filmed images that

Garcia-Alix has combined his photographic activity with that

represents the incursion of the artist in the video format, a me-

of the publisher; he is the founder of the cultural magazine

dium which he continues to develop to this day.

“El Canto de la Creación” (1989-1997), and more recently
the co-founder of the publishing house Cabeza de Chorlito,

In 2009 he presented a retrospective exhibition at the National

together with Frédérique Bangerter, the same house that has

Museum of Reina Sofia Art Center as well as the Ullens Center

published some of his most recent creations: Paradise of the

international venues such as the Portfolio Gallery in London.

in Beijing and the Maison de la Photographie in Moscow. He

believers (2011); Diaporamas (2012); MOTO (2015) and Mo-

has recently exhibited at the Maison Européene de la Photogra-

torcycle Family Circus (2016).

During the first edition of PhotoEspaña, in 1998, he showcased

phie in Paris, at the Photographers’ Gallery in London, at the

his first individual exhibitions in Madrid at galleries such as
the Galería Buades and the Galería Moriary, as well as other

a great retrospective exhibition, with great public and critical
success. He received the National Photography Prize of the
Spanish Ministry of Culture in 1999, at which time he began

Museum of Contemporary Art in Leon and in the Tabacalera Art
Promotion in Madrid.
His work can be found in large international collections such
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K-N A RF

“ T H E H ATA R A K I M O N O P RO J E C T ”,
a n E x t r a - o r d i n a r y t a p e - o - g r a p h i c A r c h i ve
VENUE

The First Central Municipal Wholesale Market, Bldg
No. 10, 11 south wall
KYOTO MAKERS GARAGE
MATSUSHIMA HOLDINGS CO.,LTD.

［from left］
K-NARF, TAPE-O-GRAPHS from the HATARAKIMONO PROJECT, 2017 © K-NARF 2017
K-NARF, TAPE-O-GRAPHS from the HATARAKIMONO PROJECT, 2017 © K-NARF 2017
K-NARF, TAPE-O-GRAPHS from the HATARAKIMONO PROJECT, 2017 © K-NARF 2017
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K-NARF took his portable photo studio around the Kyoto Chuo
Market and photographed workers from the area as part of his
HATARAKIMONO PROJECT presented during KYOTOGRAPHIE. Together with an INVENTORY EXHIBITION at Kyoto
Maker’s Garage, a 150 m long street installation with 80 full

edented collection of portraits and it required the preparation
of 34 photo-shootings with a portable studio to photograph

K- N A R F

HATARAKIMONO at their working sites. Each portrait has the

France

particularity to be made as a triptych and to be manually processed as original tape-o-graphs, a specific néo-vintage photographic method invented by K-NARF about ten years ago.

French artist based in Japan.

and the workers themselves.

Starting in 2018, an INVENTORY EXHIBITION of the HA-

experimental approach to photography where the past, present

“HATARAKIMONO”, はたらきもの / 働き者

and will then be archived for another 23 years to eventually be

size portraits displayed on the actual Chuo market site is a very
rare opportunity to create a bridge in between this art project

is a special Japanese word that describes positively and with

TARAKIMONO PROJECT will travel the world for two years
shown again, in 2042, in a selection of international museums

Since the early 2000’s, K-NARF has kept inventing a playful and
and future are always interconnected.
Directly affiliated to the BRICOLAGE ART MOVEMENT, his
work is not only limited to the image itself but also to create

already chosen by the artist himself:

his own photographic world, halfway in between the imaginary

without pretension.

1/. International Center of Photography in NYC (USA),

basic craft materials.

As part of his on-going work to transform the Super-Ordinary

3/. Musée Guimet in Paris (FRANCE),

respect someone who is considered as a hard-worker.
A man or a woman who enjoys doing his/her job, whatever it is,

of our present time into an Extra-Ordinary Visual Archive for
the future, French artist K-NARF has launched the HATARAKIMONO PROJECT in September 2016 in Tokyo.
This unique photographic project, made of a hundred portraits

2/. Art Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney (AUSTRALIA),
4/. British Museum in London (UK),
5/. Nesu museum in Tokyo (JAPAN).

and reality, using simple contemporary photographic tools and
Rather than just a photographer K-NARF can be described as
a ”photograph maker” who explores and documents the super-ordinary of the everyday life to transform it into an extra-ordinary visual archive of our time.

because we must always see the beauty of what we lost when
it’s too late.

of Japanese workers, documents and preserves a barely highlighted mainstay of Japanese culture - the strong respect for
any kind of work and the people who are doing it - before it
disappears from our modern society.
It took more than one year for the artist to create this unprec-

The HATARAKIMONO PROJECT was made possible with the
patronage of Pierre Hermé Paris Japon, Adecco Japan and a
group of 15 private Art Patrons.
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Ve n u e

1. Kyoto Shimbun Newspaper Headquarters B1, Former Printing
Factory

2,3. Horikawa Oike Gallery

4. SHIMADAI GALLERY KYOTO

5. NTT WEST Sanjo Collaboration Plaza

6. The Museum of Kyoto Annex

7. Kondaya Genbei Chikuin-no-Ma
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Ve n u e

8. Kondaya Genbei Kurogura

9. FUJII DAIMARU BLACK STORAGE

11. ASPHODEL

12. Ryosokuin (Kenninji Temple)

13. Sazanga-Kyu (Former Icehouse)

14. Sazanga-Kyu(Former Ice Factory)
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Ve n u e

15-A. The First Central Municipal Wholesale Market,
Bldg No. 10, 11 south wall

15-B. KYOTO MAKERS GARAGE

15-C. MATSUSHIMA HOLDINGS CO.,LTD.
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K YO T O G R A P H I E
P U B L I C & E D U C AT I O N P RO G R A M

KYOTOGRAPHIE provides a nurturing environment for our visitors by
bringing a full set of diverse and educational programs to the city.
Through five main outreach categories we aim to inspire and support our
visitors to explore and grow individually and as a society.
The International Portfolio Review, Masterclass & Workshops target established and emerging photographers. The Kids Program aims to support the next generation of thinkers and image makers, and the Public
Program allows open dialogue and different perspectives on a huge array
of topics. Finally, our Education Outreach Program offered in schools,
supports teachers and students to explore photography.
KYOTOGRAPHIE is committed to the advancement of education and photographic
practice in Japan, as well as creating a platform for discussion to explore
issues that are important to us all. With this in mind we bring you a series of events tailored to specific needs, whether they be for the professional photographer, the amateur, the enthusiast or just those interested
in new ideas.
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1 . I N T E R N AT I O N A L P O RT F O L I O R E V I E W
s u p p o r t e d b y F UJ I F I L M
In 2018, the 4th KYOTOGRAPHIE International Portfolio Review will held
at the Hyatt Regency Kyoto from the 14th to 15th of April, 2018.

For this event we are welcoming numerous international reviewers from Asia and Europe, as well as the most influential people in photography in Japan. This event offers a
unique opportunity to present your work for critique, feedback and advice.
At no other time in Japan can a photographer see such a cross-section of representatives
from both the commercial and fine art arenas. The review consists of a personal discussion with each allocated reviewer, who provides constructive critical appreciation of
your work with invaluable advice.
Reviews are 20 minutes long with a 10-minute break in between. Every effort will be
made during the allocation process to meet your review preferences. More details, including pricing and a full list of reviewers, is announced on our website.
Attending the Portfolio Review grants you access to the Portfolio Review & KG ＋ Party, CROSSING. This event provides further communication with reviewers and also
combines KG+ and KYOTOGRAPHIE, creating a fantastic atmosphere for making connections and developing ideas. During the review each expert votes at the end of their
sessions for their favorite portfolio, this folio will be awarded the prize and the winner
receives FUJIFILM "FUJIFILM X-Pro2 Graphite Edition + FUJINON XF23mmF2 R WR".
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2 . M A S T E RC L A S S E S & WO R K S H O P S
KYOTOGRAPHIE will presents special events for photographers presented by exhibiting artists and our partner organizations.
These events are customized and produced to create opportunity and to help develop photographic practice. The full listing is announced our website.

Participating photographers & curator

François Cheval
Gideon Mendel

"History of Photography" April 7th & 8th 10:00 – 18:00
"Memory and Materiality" April 15th and 16th 10:00 – 18:00
(with mandatory attendance to the public talk event by Gideon Mendel and his curator Mark Sealy on 14th)

Hanne van der Woude

Talk event and "TEAMING UP: Portrait sessions with elderly" April 26th and 27th 10:00 – 18:00
(with mandatory attendace to the public talk event by Hanne van der Woude in the AM hours on 26th )

Hanne van der Woude
Gideon Mendel

François Cheval

［from Left］
François Cheval © Olivier Panier des Touches
Gideon Mendel, Florence Abraham, Igbogene, Bayelsa State, Nigeria. November 2012 © Gideon Mendel / Drowning World
Hanne van der Woude, Emmy and Ben in bed, series Emmy's World, 2013 © Hanne van der Woude
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3 . K I D S P RO G R A M

4 . E D U C AT I O N O U T R E AC H P RO G R A M

S u p p o r t e d b y Pe t i t B a t e a u
Wi t h s p e c i a l c o l l a b o r a t i o n w i t h F UJ I F I L M
As part of our commitment to children we offer a series of events for children and

KYOTOGRAPHIE connects school-age children to the festival

the KYOTOGRAPHIE KIDS PASSPORT. This is an interactive booklet designed to

through partnerships with schools and the KYOTOGRAPHIE School Competition

accommodate children of all ages, filled with exhibition activities as well as inter-

and exhibition.

esting points to explore at home. The KYOTOGRAPHIE KIDS PASSPORT is free
and available at all venues.

The festival hosts workshops, teacher professional development days, photographic
education in the classroom, exhibition tours, and events that connect directly to the
main program of KYOTOGRAPHIE.
We offer free entry and guided tours for schools.
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5 . P U B L I C P RO G R A M
Every exhibition hosts its own free programs. These include lectures, symposiums, tours and in-conversation events.
KYOTOGRAPHIE also offers affordable workshops designed around exhibition content. Free tours are also available.
These programs are a great way to delve deeper into the festival. Full listings will be announced soon on our website.

G u i d e d E x h i b i t i o n Vi s i t s

Highlights

On weekends and during Golden Week, KYOTOGRAPHIE's in-house guides

- Ikebana Performance and Talk Show with Atsunobu Katagiri and Yuj Ueno

offer twice daily, 90 —minute guided tours conducted in Japanese to selected

- Exhibition Tour: With Tomo Kosuga & Simon Baker

exhibition venues. An insightful and interactive approach to the festival. Guided
tours require no reservation and are free for KYOTOGRAPHIE passport-holders.
Information and schedules are available on the Practical Information section of
our website.

- In Conversation: Romuald Hazoumè with Oussouby Sacko
- Kian - Time Travel Tea Ceremony - With Atsunobu Katagiri
- Exhibition Tour with Jean-Paul Goude
- Artist Talk: Lauren Greenfield’s GENERATION WEALTH
- Sessions with Shuya Okino and Peter Barakan
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Ta m b a g u c h i
KYOTOGRAPHIE will inhabit the market district of Kyoto in 2018, this area will be alive with various talk events, live music, markets and other happenings.
Please check the website for more details.
Tamabaguchi is an industrial area of Kyoto that is expected to be gentrified as a new cultural precinct of Kyoto. This are is home to Kyoto’s main food market that
services the major providers of the City. KYOTOGRAPHIE will occupy the central market, contributing to the revitalization of this unexplored area.
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K YO T O G R A P H I E S a t e l l i t e Eve n t KG

+

Since 2013, KG ＋ (KG-plus) has been discovering and supporting photographers

KG

+ AWA R D

The KG+ Award is given by Grand Marble to one KG+ exhibition.

and curators who show particular promise. In tandem with the KYOTOGRAPHIE
international photography exhibition, we create opportunities for photographers,

The winner of the KG+ Award will be invited to show their work at the 2018 KYOTOG-

artists, curators and gallerists from Japan and abroad to gather and share ideas.

RAPHIE international photography exhibition, expenses paid. The winner of the 2015
KG ＋ Award, Eriko Koga, a KYOTOGRAPHIE 2016 featured artist, was also invited to

In 2018, our sixth year, our goal is to hold 50 separate exhibits that will enable

the La Gacilly 2016 international photography exhibition in Bretagne and LIANZHOU

participants who aspire to the global spotlight to deliver a jolt of new creativity

PHOTO2016 in China.

from Kyoto to the rest of the world. Participants, are not filtered for age, gender,
occupation or nationality: we are interested in the kinds of photographers and
artists whose work is not being shown in galleries and museums, who go beyond
conventional frameworks and definitions, and seek to communicate, through our
global network, the kind of creativity and imagination that has never before found
photographic expression.
The KG ＋ Award provides opportunities and ongoing support for a new generation
of artists to take their next step forward. Each year, one prize-winner is given the
opportunity to show their work officially in the KYOTOGRAPHIE international
photography exhibition, and the funding to do so, courtesy of Grand Marble. Our
events take place outside Kyoto's conventional cultural facilities, in traditional
houses, shrines, temples, and even kilns, offering visitors opportunities to discover fascinating little hideaways around town, further enhancing the fascination of
the city of Kyoto.

[KG+ 2018 Dates and Location]
April 13 (Friday) to May 14 (Sunday), in the city of Kyoto

Award ceremony from 2017
Tomomi Morita received an award for "Two Rivers" exhibtion.

Co-organizers: Kyoto City / Kyoto Municipal Board of Education
Special sponsor: Grand Marble Corporation
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